EVA EISLER
White – And Black?
9 September – 22 October 2016
Opening: 9 September 2016, 6 p.m.
Speaking: Dr Angelika Nollert
director of the Neue Sammlung – The Design Museum Munich
On the occasion of Open Art we will be open
at these special times over the weekend:
Saturday and Sunday, 10 and 11 September: 11 a.m. – 6 p.m.

One knows the internationally active artist Eva Eisler (b. 1952 in Prague, CZ) – head of the K.O.V
studio at the Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in Prague since 2007 – as a painter,
designer, interior designer, sculptor and architect in New York, Prague, Munich, London ...

Eisler is able to merge these divergent activities seamlessly for she unites a fundamental, aesthetic
conviction. Discipline with a touch of Constructivism dominates her work as a rule. Yet now and
again this is broken by movement and dynamism, by spatial expansion, by the exciting combination
of materials.
Generally Eisler prefers wood, glass, steel; generally her creations, whether on paper or in jewellery,
with furniture or in sculpture, bear witness to an aesthetic of clarity and simplicity that is then
circumvented and enriched by sophisticated interconnections and conjunctions. Even organic or
figurative excursions become apparent, directed by a geometric orderliness of minimalistic influence.
In fact, all things merge into one another: jewellery takes on the appearance of a sculpture, of a
relief, of a graphic or pictorial tableau. Likewise with the table, the architectural arrangement. The
genres are intermeshed in the same way as they transpire in an individual work of art through the
composition of single elements. They represent in a way a kind of Janus-faced character, leaving
the decision up to the observer as to which perspective they want to value and interpret the objects
from.
Eisler is therefore to be defined neither as a sculptor, painter or illustrator nor as a jewellery artist
alone. Artistic identity culminates for her in the widespread creative activity that is nonetheless
converged and focused through a stylistic position that feeds itself from a common origin. Eisler
operates at an interface, one between classic modernity, the connotations associated with this, and
the contemporary experimental opening up of categories. It is exactly within this that the justified
fascination with her work lies.

Our exhibition presents new drawings and objects, thus concentrating on the artist’s latest
production.
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In her small-sized work Eva Eisler proved to be a master of constructive logic. Her most recent work
addresses questions of scale once again -- its effect on the concept of the work.
The intellectual purity and the pristine execution is typically Eisler and the growing size underscores these inherent
qualities. The utilization of pure geometric shapes is a cornerstone of Eisler's work, softened by the sensitivity toward
material and fine proportions.
Charlotta Kotik, curator of contemporary art, The Brooklyn Museum
The jewelry of Eva Eisler is routed in Modernity. Modernity is the tradition of change, and therefore the
tradition of negating Modernity. What is truly characteristic of this extraordinary work is a unique form of
creation in time, which summons the complete fulfillment of things.
Eva Eisler has the ability to mobilize powerful energies which could have hardly been activated beforehand,
and which show phases of concentration and condensation and phases of saturation and proliferation. …
The purity of form in this work reflects its own destiny, to express it and take possession of it as a moment,
which is expressive of the whole of the process. The jewelry of Eva Eisler, the sheer simplicity and reduction,
the seemingly simple beauty of the layering of squares and circles and the geometrically ordered rectangles,
the purity of the point, line and plane relationships, seeded in the materials of Modernity, is absolutely
committed to this moment.
Richard Meier
Richard Meier & Partners Architects

To assess and comprehend Eva Eisler’s creative contribution it is necessary to come to grips with an apparent
contradiction; namely, a wide ranging diversity of her separate approaches that are ultimately reconciled in a
convincing unity of her work as a whole.
We know Eisler as a jeweler, as a designer, a painter and sculptor, an interior designer, as well as an
architect. In each of these categories she obviously feels at home and fulfils the expectations of competence
and creativity that is expected of those who limit themselves to any one of these disciplines. And yet, the here
enumerated categories do not even begin to define Eisler, unless one is aware that each of them is exceeded
in her work, thereby resulting in an inclusive visual and tactile form-language.
Thomas M. Messer
Director Emeritus
The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation

